End-term Lecture

Abdourahmane Seck (Gaston Berger University, Senegal)

What the upcoming African university has to discuss regarding the contemporary decolonial turn in African studies underway in Europe and the United States.

Abdourahmane Seck has a multidisciplinary background encompassing philosophy, anthropology and modern and contemporary African history. For the past fifteen years, he has been working on the (de)production of social and symbolic links in Africa, with a particular focus on religion, politics, migration and decolonial historiographies. He has a specific knowledge of the West African and Senegalese contexts in particular, knowledge that is also based on his activist and organizational engagement on the continent and with its diasporic communities.
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11h -13

Venue (online):
BBB Room:
https://lecture.uni-leipzig.de/b/bru-yr8-xun-4ft

All are welcome to attend and invite friends and guests.